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Summary
The prevalence of metabolic disorders, first of all of obesity with its combination of comorbidities consisting metabolic syndrome is increasing at a very high rate, affecting millions individuals worldwide. Cardiovascular complications associated with metabolic disorders contribute to high rates of morbidity and mortality. For these reasons there is a strong need for precise and sensitive tools for early diagnose and control a natural course of metabolic disturbances. In this article traditional and modern methods of visualizing metabolic processes with their signs and symptoms in physiologic and pathologic conditions are briefly discussed. Ultrasonography, radiology, computed tomography, positron emission tomography, single-photon emission tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and other techniques with their modalities are used in experimental medicine and, in large extend in clinical practice. With these methods not only body composition or ectopic fat accumulation may be recognize. Also β-cell function, vessel reconstruction and visualization, cardiac function, atherosclerotic plaques distribution, their structure and even estimation of risk of rupture can be made. Many fundamental questions regarding the etiology and natural course of the metabolic disorders are still unanswered. New technologies may be helpful for better understanding of their nature and impact on cardiovascular diseases – currently the greatest cause of mortality.
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For ages, physicians have been strived to observe structures and functions of the human body. The great discoveries: of X-rays (in 1895) or ultrasounds (first technological application in 1917) have made possible to use these phenomena in medicine. At present, modern diagnostic departments use ultrasonography (US), radiology, computed tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET), single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and other techniques for the diagnosis and control of therapy of a range of diseases. In numerous biomedical research centers efforts are made in attempt to look inside the living cells and to observe life at its molecular level. So called molecular imaging is the
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...non-invasive technique to visualize cellular processes at a molecular or genetic level. It includes the imaging of endogenous molecules, use of activable agents that sense specific cellular processes, use of labeled particles to follow particular metabolic pathways and exploit of genetic engineering to express specific protein products.

Naturally, these techniques lend themselves to all medical fields. However, given that metabolic disorders has emerged as a growing public health problem worldwide that reached epidemic proportion use of diagnostic imaging in patients with suspected or establish metabolic problems seems to be of crucial significance. Metabolism is the complex set of chemical reactions that organism uses to maintain life, including energy production and utilization. Food, made up of proteins, carbohydrates, and fats is a fuel, that is used right away, or is transferred into energy stored in body tissues. This energy is afterwards utilize for everyday activity. A metabolic disorder occurs when abnormal chemical reactions disrupt this process.

Starting point to look into metabolic disorders may be the metabolic syndrome (MS), for the first time described by Reaven in 1993 (1). Now function different definitions of this syndrome, but according to all of them MS integrates a group of abnormalities that enhance the risk of cardiovascular diseases. Central obesity, hyperinsulinemia, dyslipidemia and hypertension are regarded as an elements of the metabolic syndrome (2).

The main problem of MS is obesity. There are various methods for measurement of obesity, of which body mass index (BMI) and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) are probably most popular. However, also some techniques to visualize body fat were developed. One of them is dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA). It is a valuable method, that allows to measure simply and accurately both total and regional fat with marginal exposure to radiation. In order to perform measurement region of interest (ROI) program according to specific computer software related to device (densitometer) should be used (3). In author’s clinic abdominal fat is estimated in region between the upper part of the pelvis with the upper margin 96 mm superior to the lower part of this region. The lateral part of this region is defined by the lateral part of the thorax. The upper part of the gynoid fat region is defined by the superior part of trochanter major, with the lower margin 96 mm inferior to the upper part of the trochanter major. The lateral part of this region is defined by the subcutaneous tissue on the hip, which can be visualized using the Image Values option (fig. 1). There are also other techniques that allow to measure of adiposity including computed tomography, total body water or total body potassium estimations, but they have important limitations: exposure to ionizing radiations, relatively high cost or methodological complexity.

The phenomenon related directly to general obesity is ectopic lipid accumulation, i.e. in organs other than white adipose tissue, such as liver, muscles or heart. At present, magnetic resonance (MRI) is thought to be the most suitable method to visualize lipids content in peripheral tissues. In this technique, aided with 1-diamental magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) measurement of total body fat mass with subsequent three-dimensional reconstruction and quantification of various fat depots is performed. Still present limitations of this method result from difficulties in precise determining the extend of saturated and unsaturated lipids within a tissue compartment, what is very important for cardiovascular risk prediction. To overcome these limitations use of spatially resolved MRS techniques were recently proposed (4-6). MRS is an analytical technique complement the MRI in the characterization of tissues. MRI uses the information to create 2-dimensional images of the structure, while MRS uses proton signals to determine the relative concentrations of target metabolites (7).

Another, very important components of metabolic syndrome, associated with obesity, especially in its abdominal form is insulin resistance with subsequent hyperinsulinemia. Traditionally, in everyday clinical practice insulin levels can be measured by radioimmunoassay (RIA) or enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Insulin resistance is usually estimated as the result of various formulas of insulin and glucose calculations (e.g. HOMA index). Glucose metabolic clamp is still regarded as the gold standard for insulin sensitivity measurement. However, modern

Fig. 1. Example of the regions of interest (ROI) delimiting abdominal (A) and gynoid (B) fat in one of woman examined in author’s clinic.
diagnostic imaging currently makes possible to visualize process of insulin secretion from pancreatic \( \beta \)-cells. It was demonstrated in rodents, that optical sensor of exocytosis can be implemented into animal \( \beta \)-cell. Then, insulin granulate exocytosis now can be observed intravital in fluorescent microscopic imaging (fig. 2) (8). Other method, namely surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopic (SERS) was recently developed to identify and visualize glucose and insulin molecules. Briefly, SERS tag (organic molecule immobilized on metallic nanoparticle) serves to label and track an analyte such as insulin or glucose (fig. 3) (9). This method is characterized by high sensitivity and specificity, allowing for the detection of minute amounts of analytes.

![An optical sensor for visualizing insulin granulate exocytosis (10).](image1)

![Basic concept and applications of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (10).](image2)

**Fig. 2.** An optical sensor for visualizing insulin granulate exocytosis (10).

**Fig. 3.** Basic concept and applications of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (10).
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by lack of toxicity, so theoretically the whole SERS active substrate could be implanted in living organism to obtain quantitative sensing of detected substance upon laser excitation (11). The promise of SERS lies on the detection of glucose, insulin or other protein hormones using SERS-active nanoparticles attached to a fibre optic sensor. It is believed, that the fibre can be readily configured for in vivo applications to allow studies in living animals in the near future (12).

Other important process contributing to impaired insulin secretion and in consequence to diabetes mellitus development is reduction in β-cell mass. Hence, it is worthy to quantify β-cell mass in vivo and to correlate it with glucose homeostasis in the course of diabetes development. Also evaluating of potential of drugs in preserving β-cell mass and function requires sensitive method to imaging of pancreatic cell mass. Unfortunately, by now very limited success in this field has been achieved using MRI method in experiments in rodents (13). This diagnostic failure is mainly due to lack of sufficient difference in proton density between β-cells and surrounding tissue. Owing to that fact new approaches to visualize and quantificate of β-cells mass in vivo are proposed. One of them is genetic introduction of complementary DNA encoding proteins that bind to MRI-, PET- or SPECT-compatible probes or may together with iron form particles detectable in magnetic resonance (14). This method yet cannot be used in clinical practice but in experimental conditions provide models to evaluate compounds for their pleiotropic properties in relation to β-cells.

Currently, there are techniques, that allow visualization of pancreatic blood flow and vasculization. Data obtained with these methods may be useful for estimation of isles cells function during disease or after transplantation. Method that allows observation of blood flow in pancreas is dynamic contrast enhanced MRI with use of Gadolinium containing agents (15). After i.v. injection of contrast, area under curve of the contrast agent kinetics is analyze.

Not only blood flow, but also glucose, glycogen and their derivates can be detected in pancreas and other tissues by MRI. In this case specific paramagnetic lanthanide complex, which generate a chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) effect should be used (16). In fact, at present this technique is suitable only for measurements ex vivo, because of strong magnetic field heterogeneity while examinations (17). Nowadays, efforts are made on further improvement of these methods in order to make possible to measure not only the ensemble of all estimated parameters but also their individual components. For example, one of these new methods relay on use of frequency-shifting contrast agents to change the resonance frequency of the water instead of changing the T1 or T2 relaxation times (18).

Metabolic disturbances related to metabolic syndrome lead to progression of cardiac and vascular dysfunction which are the greatest cause of mortality. For this reason, development of noninvasive techniques for assessment of cardiac function and metabolism is extremely important. Traditionally, information on the coronary blood flow and heart structure and function can be obtained noninvasively with use of transthoracic Doppler echocardiography (19). New echocardiographic techniques encompass tissue Doppler imaging, strain and strain rate. These methods enable detection of early systolic and diastolic dysfunctions in patients with metabolic disturbances. Tissue Doppler imaging is an echocardiographic technique that uses Doppler principles to measure the velocity of myocardial motion. This method allows to evaluate longitudinal, radial and circumferential heart function, and in this way to elucidate subclinical myocardial dysfunctions. Strain is the method related to fiber shortening (20). Strain rate indicates speed of fiber shortening, which is a measure of contractility (21). As traditional echocardiography measurements are load-dependent and therefore their reliability in obesity may be questionable – new methods looks like very promising. For example, reduced systolic and diastolic function in overweight, and in other study in obese persons were demonstrated with use of strain and strain rate techniques (22, 23). More recently, improvement in cardiac function in obese subjects after a training program was proved with use of the same methods (24).

Another important issue in the field of imaging of cardiac function in metabolic disturbances is estimation of left atrium size and contractility. Using traditional echocardiography enlargement of left atrium in obese persons even without any cardiovascular disease was found (25). On the other hand, it was demonstrated, that enlargement of left atrium is linked to increased risk of mortality (25). Using strain and strain rate methods reduced left and right atrial function in obese hypertensive children were found (26).

Regarding estimating of metabolic processes in the heart on cellular and molecular level new methods in this field were also developed. MRS using carbon 13C is used for these purposes for about 30 years. Recently, a new technique – DNP-MR, which combines the solid-state method of dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) with rapid dissolution procedure to produce stable injectable solutions was introduced. In this method, hyperpolarized MR – metabolism of (1-13C)pyruvate is estimate (27). It seems, that use of this technique may be very helpful in the near future in understanding of lipid changes, that occur during development of obesity and other metabolic disorders.

Disturbances grouped in metabolic syndrome increase a risk for heart disease and stroke. The direct cause of these potentially fatal incidents is atherosclerotic rupture in coronary or carotid artery. From this point of view non-invasive or instrumental imaging technique that allows to investigate morphological features and biological characteristics of the atherosclerotic plaque is substantially important. Such techniques include ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, and nuclear imaging. In modern clinical practice vessel
reconstruction in US imaging is one of the most validated. In particular, measuring of the intima-media thickness (IMT), as the early marker of atherosclerosis, and indicator of hypertension risk is frequently made. Increase in IMT is considered as the predictor of cardiovascular events and is associated with cardiovascular and total mortality risk (28). Despite of widespread use of IMT it provides only limited information about atherosclerotic process, especially when it occurs distally in arteries. With modality in form of Multigate Doppler system real-time processing of the echo signals produced along artery is possible (29). Recently, a new technique named integrated backscatter (IB) analysis was introduced (30). With this technique different plaque components may be distinguished, on the basis of their specific spectral content. Then, integrated backscatter ultrasonography (IB-US) allows in non-invasive manner evaluate the tissue substructure, in this composition of atherosclerotic plaques. High sensitivity and specificity of this method for detecting thrombi, lipid pools and fibrous tissue, reaches 80-85% and 78-91%, respectively (31). Another new method of visualizing atherosclerotic plaque is contrast-enhanced ultrasonography (CE-US) (32). This method relies on detection of signals produced by microtubules containing gas, that are inserted into the sites of disease. CE-US method is particularity useful for detection of neovascularisation of plaque, what is considered to be associated with its instability and vulnerability (33). Also, detection of inflammation process within plaque with this method is possible (34). Recent developments in MRI technique allow to imaging of atherosclerotic plaques with resolution of 300 µm (35). Moreover, with multispectral imaging identification of plaque components (lipid core, fibrous cap, calcification, haemorrhage and thrombus) is possible (36). More sophisticated modalities of MRI, e.g. magnetization-prepared 3-dimensional rapid acquisition gradient echo (MP-RAGE) or slab-selective phase-sensitive inversion-recovery (SPI) are suitable for direct imaging of thrombus or intraplaque hemorrhage (37, 38).

I onizing imaging techniques include computed tomography (CT) and positron emission tomography (PET). Specific methods appropriate to assess atherosclerotic plaque are electron-beam CT and multiple detector CT (MDCT). The first method uses tungsten rings to generate X-ray images at 3-mm slice thickness and is used to calculate coronary artery calcium score for the assessment of cardiovascular risk (39, 40). In the second, with one continuously rotating X-ray source 0.5 mm slices can be observed. Intravenous contrast is used to perform coronary angiographic (CTA) imaging in order to obtain information on atherosclerotic plaques in the coronary arterial wall (39). Also contrast-enhanced MDCT was recently introduced to imaging of plaque morphology (40).

PET and single photon emission CT (SPECT) are able to evaluate tissue metabolic activity by means of positron emitting isotopes, typically bind do glucose (i.e. 18-fluorodeoxyglucose – 18FDG) injected into the subject (42). 18FDG signal was found to be associated with levels of inflammatory biomarkers and to factors of the metabolic syndrome (43). SPECT ligands have been used to investigate processes of atherosclerosis progression and plaque rupture (44). Hence, PET and SPECT are considered as important tools for identifying inflammatory vasculitides, and for monitoring patients with inflammatory diseases. In clinical conditions CT may be combined with PET (PET-CT) to detect atheromas in vivo (45) or to apprise the effectiveness of statin therapy in reducing the level of inflammation (46). Another interesting application for PET-CT, usually with use of 18FDG is imaging of brown adipose tissue (BAT). However, evaluation of brown tissue may be difficult, as in adults BAT in limited amount and because with this method only metabolically active tissue may be visualized. Evaluating tissue may be recognized as BAT when its layer is > 4 mm, its density is similar to white tissue in CT scan (-250 do -50 jH) and SUV i. e. activity/ml in ROI/isotope dose (MBq/g body weight) $^{18}$F-FDP is at least 2 g/mL (47).

Another condition strongly associated with metabolic syndrome is non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). It is a chronic liver disease, considered as the hepatic manifestation of metabolic syndrome. Obesity, type 2 diabetes mellitus or/and dyslipidemia are usually seen in patients with liver steatosis. NAFLD is an important public health problem and is the main cause of chronic liver diseases in development countries (48). Obese patients with liver steatosis have 3-fold higher prevalence of prediabetes and type 2 diabetes mellitus than healthy individuals (49). NAFLD is diagnose according to criteria of American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases by ultrasonographic detection of ectopic fat accumulation in liver in the absence of other identifiable causes of liver steatosis, in particular in the absence of excessive alcohol consumption, use of steatogenic medication or hereditary disorders (50). Then, ultrasound visualization of ectopic fat accumulation in the liver is the first line screening of NAFLD detection. Steatosis on a liver ultrasound appears as hyperechogenic when compared with the spleen or kidney. Figure 4 presents an example of fatty liver in US image.

**Metabolic disturbances are strongly associated with polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS).** Approximately 50% of the women with PCOS characterize by overweight or obesity (51). Abdominal type of obesity that is dominating in this syndrome leads to insulin resistance in patients and is a well-recognized risk factor for further metabolic and hormonal disturbances. The main signs and symptoms of PCOS vary, but one of the important features are polycystic ovaries, usually recognized by ultrasound imaging. Ovaries in US are defined as polycystic when they included either 10 or more follicles measuring 2-9 mm in diameter or their volume was greater than 10 cm$^3$ (fig. 5).
medical problems for almost all the developed countries and many developing nations. This is the reason, why intense efforts from biomedical and clinical scientists are made in order to elucidate their etiology and natural course. These efforts include development of suitable imaging technologies to visualize lipid composition and distribution, insulin secretion, β-cell mass and functions in vivo, heart structure and function or atherosclerotic plaque structure and distribution in arteries. New technologies, despite limitations seems to be increasingly helpful tools for diagnosis of metabolic disorders such as obesity, diabetes or atherosclerosis, for our better understanding of their complexity, and also for drug development and assessment of treatment efficacy.
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